FOOD & BEVERAGE DIRECTOR’S GUIDE TO

On-Demand
Buffet Labeling

Transparency in Food Service
STUDIES SHOW THAT A PIECE OF SIGNAGE HAS JUST 5 SECONDS
TO ENGAGE A VIEWER.
As a food service provider, you have mastered many delicious
recipes and created dynamic visual merchandising through the
use of color, elevation, and uniquely textured serving vessels on
your buffet lines. However, your effort may only be as good as
how you are communicating what you are offering.

Personalized food
tags with a uniform
design increase
the attractiveness
of your buffet.
Traditional buffet labeling is
often a hodge-podge of
hand- or type-written labels
on paper or lightweight card
stock—easily stained, torn or
lost. It may only convey the
name of the dish with no
additional information. For
guests with special dietary
needs, that can be frustrating.
Do they question staff about
Looks tasty! But what is it?

the food or simply go
elsewhere in search of safe,
known options? Neither option
is ideal and it’s unnecessary
with effective and professional
labeling using printed cards.

The Benefits of Printed Buffet Cards

Benefits of Buffet Tags
IS THE JUICE WORTH THE SQUEEZE?
Professional Design
Each card is professional and legible—representing the
quality and care you put into the food and the
presentation. The card quickly and easily conveys
what a guest needs to know within that five-second
engagement period and encourages them to linger
and ultimately make an informed decision. The cards
also give your food service a luxury look that matches
the overall venue.

Consistency
Printing cards means no longer mixing and matching
styles and information. If multiple staff are responsible
for labeling, they can all do so from the same
templates and images. This consistency will also help
you establish a visual brand image that can extend
across all of your operations, from traditional
day-to-day buffets to catered events.

of hotel guests prefer
labels for each dish
rather than a general
buffet display.
SOURCE : EVOLIS MARKET STUDY, CARRIED
OUT IN AUGUST 2017 WITH INTERNATIONAL
GUESTS IN 4 STAR HOTELS.

Which looks more professional to you?

Meeting Customer Expectations
What we eat has become a personal choice and thanks to fad diets, increased
allergen awareness and government guidelines, guests expect transparency and
simplicity in what they put on their plates. Your printed cards can effectively
display the information that provides a sense of comfort for guests who need it.
(See “Label Essentials”)

94%

of consumers say transparency is
important when it comes to what is
in their food and how it is made.
SOURCE: THE 2016 LABEL INSIGHT FOOD REVOLUTION STUDY

On Demand
Printing cards is quick and easy with intuitive software for selecting and
customizing designs. For operations with frequent menu changes (like catering,
conferences and corporate events) or chefs who like to experiment with new
dishes, the ability to print new cards quickly maintains a flexible business.

Buffet Label Essentials
WHAT TO INCLUDE
A buffet label should tell the guest what food is in the chafer, dish, pan or tray in
front of them, correct? Of course it should—but a great label card can do much
more than that.

Dish Name
With additional language
for foreign guests or
international settings

Ingredients
“Vegetable tart” is vague
without contents

Branding/Logo

Allergen Info

Decorative Images

Promote yourself with

Note potential food allergens

Add some attractive touches

every dish

in the recipe or call out

to your cards

potential dietary restrictions

Beyond the Buffet
OTHER USES FOR CARD PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
Investing in a label and card printing solution starts to make a lot more financial
sense when you realize the wide range of ways you can put your new tools to use.
Here is a look at some additional ways you can enhance your brand as well as your
guests’ experience:

Luggage Tags

Room Keys

Offer your customers a high-end, branded
luggage tag with their personal details

Use graphics to customize your access cards
and highlight your offers to customers

Employee Badges

Gift / Discount Cards

Identify your staff members with high-quality
badges displaying their photo and name

Allow your customers to make the most of
exceptional offers displayed on plastic cards

VIP Cards

Retail Price Tags

Recognize your VIP guests by giving them
customized cards that unlock privileges

Create easy-to-read and customized tags for
all the products in your stores

Our All-In-One Bundled Solutions Include:
PRINTER, SOFTWARE, AND CONSUMABLES CONVENIENTLY
DELIVERED ALL IN ONE BOX!
Getting up and running with in-house card printing doesn’t need to be
complicated. Keep these key specifications in mind when evaluating solutions:

Printer
• Easy to Use – as easy as a standard printer
• Fast – for new tags on the spot
• High-quality – clear, legible printing
• Card Printing – able to accept PVC cards
• Thermal Transfer – durable and chemical resistant print

Software
• Easy to Use – create new tags in minutes
• Multi-Use – buffet labels, event cards, price tags, etc.
• Content Library – templates and images to choose from

Consumables
Hygienic, sturdy and easy to keep clean, PVC cards are
particularly well suited to establishments that serve food.
Our ribbons come in full color and monochrome allowing you
to create fully personalized cards.

Recommended Solutions
EDIKIO GUEST BY EVOLIS
Implementing a professional, consistent, and durable buffet label card solution
requires the perfect combination of printer and software.

Edition

Edikio Guest Access

Edikio Guest Flex

For labels and cards in black and white

For labels and cards in different formats

Start

Plus

Without a Password

With a Password

Monochrome

Color-Capable

Over 200 buffet label and
card templates

Access to over 350 images

Lock down card templates to
prevent any changes
Import information from an
MS Excel file
Prevent duplicate information
when reimporting
Manually print double-sided
cards

Color or Monochrome Printing

